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All forms of myasthenia are due to problems in the communication between nerve cells

and muscles. Most involve the activities of neurotransmitters. Neurotransmitters are

chemicals that allow neurons to relay information from one cell to the next. For

neurotransmitters to be effective, the nerve cell must release the neurotransmitter

properly, and the muscle cell must be able to detect the neurotransmitter and respond to

its signal properly.

 

T he most common type of myasthenia, myasthenia gravis, is caused by an abnormal

immune response in which antibodies block the ability of the muscle to detect the

neurotransmitter. Congenital myasthenia, however, differs from myasthenia gravis

because the disrupted communication isn't caused by antibodies, but by genetic defects.

 

T here are several different subtypes of congenital myasthenia, each the result of a

specific genetic mutation. Since all types of myasthenia are due to the inability of nerves

to trigger muscle activity, they all involve weakness, although there is some variability in

the specific muscles affected.

 

Symptoms of congenital myasthenia usually appear in the first few years of childhood,

but may not be noticeable until much later, occasionally remaining unrecognized until

adulthood. If the symptoms begin in infancy, they usually appear as "floppiness" and a

failure to meet developmental milestones, such as rolling over or sitting up. Some infants

may also have episodes of choking or pauses in breathing. If the symptoms begin in

toddlers or preschool children, they appear as weakness during physical activities or an

inability to perform age-appropriate actions, such as running or climbing. In addition, if

eye muscles are involved, children may have droopy eyelids, "lazy eye," or double vision. If

mouth or throat muscles are involved, children may have difficulty speaking or

swallowing. An important characteristic of myasthenia is that the weakness worsens
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during continuous activity, with strength returning, at least partially, after resting.

 

Congenital myasthenia is an inherited (genetic) disorder. All but one known subtype are

recessive disorders, which means that a child will have to have two copies of the

abnormal gene (one from each parent) in order to develop the disease. T o diagnose

congenital myasthenia, a neurologist will test various muscles to determine if they grow

weaker with repeated activity. T he doctor will also test the electrical activity of nerves and

muscles using electromyography (EMG) and nerve conduction tests (NCS). Blood tests

are often used to determine if antibodies could be causing the symptoms. Genetic tests

may be ordered.
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